HISTORICAL FANTASY FAIRYTALE RETELLINGS
BY BYRD NASH
How is this series different than your other stories?
This ebook series of sweet fairytales are standalone novellas that re-imagine classic
fairytales into historical settings. For example, Dance of Hearts, a Cinderella retelling,
happens in 1816 and has a Jane Austen flair. Price of a Rose, a Beauty and Beast version,
is in 1890, the late Victorian period.
Why not use a fantasy world setting?
During 2020, I wanted something light to read. While working on my College Fae series,
I started writing Dance of Hearts. My thinking was to create a satisfying fairytalethemed romance that would be a comfort read. Fantasy settings, due to their
complicated worldbuilding, can be a roadblock for readers wanting a quick read.
What makes this set of fairytales unique?
Each fairytale is inspired by a classic (Cinderella, Beauty and the Beast, Thumbelina,
Rapunzel, etc.). Each gives the reader a "Happily Ever After" that is satisfying but
includes the twists and well-fleshed characters you expect from a Byrd Nash story.
I think where my stories vary greatly from other authors currently writing in this genre
is the fairytale inspires the story, but the theme is re-imagined within a period in
history. I also pull from the original fairytales, not popular, animated versions.
Another difference is these "sweet" romances do not have violence, sexual content, or
other adult themes (although some have a few mild curse words). They are all
appropriate for 12+ readers, while some of my other books are not.
How can modern adult readers relate to fairytales?
The wonderful thing about fairytales is the core of the stories provide archetypes that
represent common human characters. Challenges for a heroine or hero are caused by
magic, or are solved by magic. Regardless of the circumstance, magic is taken for
granted by the characters as something that simply exists.
It can be difficult to write a period piece where today's readers can admire the heroines,
especially if you strive for historical accuracy. However, people always have the same
problems: interfering family, a need for love, a lack of money, and a desire for a magical
moment to define their life.
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